
Pine Room December Update

Risky play in early childhood
can help develop a child’s 

self-confidence, resilience, 
executive functioning abilities 

and even risk management 
skills.

Coming Up This Month
Outdoor Clothing: Please remember to bring in snow pants,
winter boots, hats, mittens/gloves and winter jackets…it’s
starting to get chilly and we love our outdoor time!

Family Tree: We are still missing some pictures for our family
tree, please remember to email or sent it with your child.

Holiday Hours: We will be closed December 25th for Christmas
and December 28th in lieu Boxing Day, and on January 1st for
New Year’s Day. Please note that December 24th and 31 will be
early closure days, with the centre closing at 12:30pm.

Gross Motor Skills
Working on gross motor skills helps children to gain strength and confidence in
their bodies. It also helps them get exercise and burn off excess energy, which is
important for a healthy lifestyle. During outdoor play, the children freely practice
different gross motor skills, contributing to their own health and well-being.

Locomotor Activity: The children climb using the ladder, stairs and steppingstones
to reach the top of the play structure. They also climb up the slide using leg
strength and coordination, developing their sense of balance while attempting
risky play.

“Spaceship” Pretend Play: The children use the water station outside in our
playground as a “spaceship” in their pretend play. They climb onto the raised
platform from various angles, walk on it following one another, move their bodies
while sitting on it and jump off with the help from the educators.

Tires for Hide and Seek: While initiating a game of hide and seek, the children use
their body balance to climb inside the tires to sit and hide.

Next steps to support children’s gross motor skills: We are introducing the
children to Yoga in the classroom. Yoga will provide the children with an
opportunity to practice strength, body balance, endurance, body awareness and
relaxation. Outdoors, we will be incorporating more loose parts such as long wood
pieces and open-ended materials to expand children’s gross motor abilities and
create an invitational space for risky play.

Read Mindy and Cheryl’s regular blogs at 
www.thistleoaks.ca/blog
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Special Focus – Well-Being
Well-being plays an essential role in children’s overall health
starting in the early years and continuing into later life. In the
Pine room, we support the children’s well being by:

o Encouraging the children to try healthy foods such as fruits
and vegetables during mealtimes.

o Connecting with parents about children’s individual needs

o Encouraging the children to dress/undress themselves during
washroom routines and transitioning time

o providing variety of open-ended materials in different areas
of the classroom so children have choices and involvement

o Supporting risky play to build resilience and persistence

o Providing ample outdoor time for the children to be physically
active and to use their bodies, minds and senses to explore
the world around them

Risky Play and Role Playing
This month we are seeing an emergent interest in risky play initiated by our
children. Children discover how their bodies work and figure out how the world
works around them and their role within it through experimenting with risk. By
being active, the children can bring out emotional and physical skills through
the means of risky play. We strongly believe that risky play is important in
children’s play as it allows them to make their own decisions about how they
use their bodies to project their competencies and capabilities. Risky play
involves seeing themselves as competent and capable of self-direction, and
resolution skills.

The children were also taking full advantage of the fall season and the beautiful
weather by exploring the fallen leaves in ways that are meaningful to them.
Raking the leaves using snow shovels, rolling and jumping on the piles of leaves
and filling up the tires using the leaves. The children came up with the idea of
having a pretend “ice cream store”; taking turns selling and buying different
flavors of ice cream using “leaves” as the ice cream.

Within the risky play and role playing, our children were showing co-operation
and unity, and proving themselves as confident, competent and valued
members of the group. (ELECT 1.6 Cooperating 2.1 Self-confidence).

Through these experiences, the children were interacting and exchanging ideas
with each other, and even when those ideas were different from their own,
they incorporated them into their play to test theories. (ELECT 1.5 Taking
Another Person’s Point of View)

When children initiate experiences, generate ideas, plan, problem-solve, make
meaningful choices, and act spontaneously through play, they are more likely
to be happy and get along well with others, to have lower levels of stress, and
to be attentive and motivated to learn. (HDLH)
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Inviting others to join in their play, while 
exchanging ideas and materials during 
group interactions. 

Showing curiosity in exploring the pumpkin by asking questions, making statements 
and developing and testing theories about its shape, texture and what might be 
inside of it.

Driving a “car” 
while engaging 
in fantasy play.

Being “paleontologists” 
searching for dinosaur 
bones.

Making connections while 
having fun jumping in the 
piles of leaves .

Clearing up the leaves from our 
playground and dumping it in 
the field.

Finger painting and 
mixing colors to learn 
about color formations.

Driving a “car” while 
engaging in fantasy play.

Pictures of the Month


